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**Abstract:** Deep neural networks are proposed for short-term natural gas load forecasting. Deep learning has proven to be a powerful tool for many classification problems seeing significant use in machine learning fields such as image recognition and speech processing. We provide an overview of natural gas forecasting. Next, the deep learning method, contrastive divergence is explained. We compare our proposed deep neural network method to a linear regression model and a traditional artificial neural network on 62 operating areas, each of which has at least 10 years of data. The proposed deep network outperforms traditional artificial neural networks by 9.83% weighted mean absolute percent error (WMAPE).
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1. Introduction

This manuscript presents a novel deep neural network (DNN) approach to forecasting natural gas load. We compare our new method to three approaches—a state-of-the-art linear regression algorithm and two shallow artificial neural networks (ANN). We compare our algorithm on 62 datasets representing many areas of the U.S. Each dataset consists of 10 years of training data and 1 year of testing data. Our new approach outperforms each of the existing approaches. The remainder of the introduction overviews the natural gas industry and the need for accurate natural gas demand forecasts.

The natural gas industry consists of three main parts; production and processing, transmission and storage, and distribution [1]. Like many fossil fuels, natural gas (methane) is found underground, usually near or with pockets of petroleum. Natural gas is a common byproduct of drilling for petroleum. When natural gas is captured, it is processed to remove higher alkanes such as propane and butane, which produce more energy when burned. After the natural gas has been processed, it is transported via pipelines directly to local distribution companies (LDCs) or stored either as liquid natural gas in tanks or back underground in aquifers or salt caverns. The natural gas is purchased by LDCs who provide natural gas to residential, commercial, and industrial consumers. Subsets of the customers of LDCs organized by geography or municipality are referred to as operating areas. The amount of natural gas used often is referred to as the load and is measured in dekatherms (Dth), which is approximately the amount of energy in 1000 cubic feet of natural gas.

For LDCs, there are several uses of natural gas, but the primary use is for heating homes and business buildings, which is called heatload. Heatload changes based on the outside temperature.
During the winter, when outside temperatures are low, the heatload is high. When the outside temperature is high during the summer, the heatload is approximately zero. Other uses of natural gas, such as cooking, drying clothes, and heating water and other household appliances, are called baseload. Baseload is generally not affected by weather and typically remains constant throughout the year. However, baseload may increase with a growth in the customer population.

Natural gas utility operations groups depend on reliable short-term natural gas load forecasts to make purchasing and operating decisions. Inaccurate short-term forecasts are costly to natural gas utilities and customers. Under-forecasts may require a natural gas utility to purchase gas on the spot market at a much higher price. Over-forecasts may require a natural gas utility to store the excess gas or pay a penalty.

In this paper, we apply deep neural network techniques to the problem of short term load forecasting of natural gas. We show that a moderately sized neural network, trained using a deep neural network technique, outperforms neural networks trained with older techniques by an average of 0.63 (9.83%) points of weighted mean absolute percent error (WMAPE). Additionally, a larger network architecture trained using the discussed deep neural network technique results in an additional improvement of 0.20 (3.12%) points of WMAPE. This paper is an extension of Reference [2].

The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of natural gas forecasting, including the variables used in typical forecasting models. Section 3 discusses prior work. Section 4 provides an overview of ANN and DNN architecture and training algorithms. Section 5 discusses the data used in validating our method. Section 6 describes the proposed method. Section 7 explains the experiments and their results. Section 8 provides conclusions.

2. Overview of Natural Gas Forecasting

The baseload of natural gas consumption, which does not vary with temperature for an operating area, typically changes seasonally and slowly as the number of customers, or their behavior, changes. Given the near steady nature of baseload, most of the effort in forecasting natural gas load focuses on predicting the heatload (load which varies with temperature). Hence, the most important factor affecting the natural gas load is the weather.

Figure 1 shows that natural gas load has a roughly linear relationship with temperatures above 65 °F. For this reason, it is important to consider a variety of temperature-related exogenous variables as potential inputs to short-term load forecasting models. This section discusses a few of these exogenous variables, which include heating degree day (HDD), dew point (DPT), cooling degree day (CDD), day of the week (DOW), and day of the year (DOY).

![Figure 1](image-url)  
**Figure 1.** Weighted combination of several midwestern U.S. operating areas, including Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin. Authors obtained data directly from local distribution companies. The data is from 1 January 2003 to 19 March 2018.
Note the kink in the trend of Figure 1 at about 65 °F. At temperatures greater than 65 °F, residential and commercial users typically stop using natural gas for heating. At temperatures greater than 65 °F, only the baseload remains. Thus, heating degree days (HDD) are used as inputs to forecasting models,

\[
\text{HDD} = \max(0, T_{\text{ref}} - T),
\]

where \( T \) is the temperature, and \( T_{\text{ref}} \) is the reference temperature [3]. Reference temperature is indicated by concatenating it to HDD, i.e., HDD65 indicates a reference temperature of 65 °F.

Several other weather-based inputs can be used in forecasting natural gas, such as wind-adjusted heating degree day (HDDW); dew point temperature (DPT), which captures humidity; and cooling degree days (CDD),

\[
\text{CDD} = \max(0, T - T_{\text{ref}})
\]

and is used to model temperature-related effects above \( T_{\text{ref}} \) as seen in Figure 1.

In addition to weather inputs, time variables are important for modeling natural energy demand [4]. Figure 2 illustrates the day of the week (DOW) effect. Weekends (Friday–Sunday) have less demand than weekdays (Monday–Thursday). The highest demand typically occurs on Wednesdays, while the lowest demand generally occurs on Saturdays. A day of the year (DOY) variable is also important. This allows homeowner behaviors between seasons to be modeled. In September, a 50 °F temperature will cause few natural gas customers to turn on their furnaces, while in February at 50 °F all furnaces will be on.

![Figure 2. The same data as in Figure 1 colored by day of the week.](image)

3. Prior Work

Multiple linear regression (LR) and autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) are common models for forecasting short-term natural gas demand [5]. Vitullo et al. propose a five-parameter linear regression model [5]. Let \( \delta \) be the day ahead forecasted natural gas demand, \( \text{HDD65} \) be the forecasted HDD with a reference temperature of 65 °F, \( \text{HDD55} \) be the forecasted HDD with a reference temperature 55 °F, and \( \text{CDD65} \) be the forecasted CDD with a reference temperature 65 °F. Let \( \Delta \text{HDD65} \) be the difference between the forecasted HDD65 and the prior day’s actual HDD65. Then, Vitullo’s model is described as

\[
\delta = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{HDD65} + \beta_2 \text{HDD55} + \beta_3 \Delta \text{HDD65} + \beta_4 \text{CDD65}.
\]

\( \beta_0 \) is the natural gas load not dependent on temperature. The natural gas load dependent on temperature is captured by the sum of \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_2 \). The two reference temperatures better model the smooth transition from heating to non-heating days. \( \beta_3 \) accounts for recency effects [5,6]. Finally, \( \beta_4 \) models small, but not insignificant, temperature effects during non-heating days.
While the Vitullo model and other linear models perform well on linear stationary time-series, they assume that load has roughly a linear relationship with temperature [7]. However, natural gas demand time series is not purely linear with temperature. Some of the nonlinearity can be modeled using heating and cooling degrees, but natural gas demand also contains many smaller nonlinearities that cannot be captured easily with linear or autoregressive models even with nonlinear transformations of the data.

To address these nonlinearities, forecasters have used artificial neural networks (ANNs) in place of, or in conjunction with, linear models [5,8,9]. ANNs are universal approximators, meaning that with the right architecture, they can be used to model almost any regression problem [8]. Artificial neural networks are composed of processing nodes that take a weighted sum of their inputs and then output a nonlinear transform of that sum.

Recently, new techniques for increasing the depth (number of layers) of ANNs have yielded deep neural networks (DNN) [10]. DNNs have been applied successfully to a range of machine learning problems, including video analysis, motion capture, speech recognition, and image pattern detection [10,11].

As will be described in depth in the next section, DNNs are just large ANNs with the main difference being the training algorithms. ANNs are typically trained using gradient descent. Large neural networks trained using gradient descent suffer from diminishing error gradients. DNNs are trained using the contrastive divergence algorithm, which pre-trains the model. The pre-trained model is fine-tuned using gradient descent [12].

This manuscript adapts the DNNs to short-term natural gas demand forecasting and evaluates DNNs’ performance as a forecaster. Little work has been done in the field of time series regression using DNNs, and almost no work has been done in the field of energy forecasting with DNNs. One notable example of literature on these subjects is Qui et al., who claim to be the first to use DNNs for regression and time series forecasting [13]. They show promising results on three electric load demand time series and several other time series using 20 DNNs ensembled with support vector regression. However, the DNNs they used were quite small; the largest architecture consists of two hidden layers of 20 neurons each. Because of their small networks, Qui et al. did not take full advantage of the DNN technology.

Another example of work in this field is Busseti et al. [14], who found that deep recurrent neural networks significantly outperformed the other deep architectures they used for forecasting energy demand. These results are interesting but demonstrated poor performance when compared to the industry standard in energy forecasting, and they are nearly impossible to replicate given the information in the paper.

Some good examples of time series forecasting using DNNs include Dalto, who used them for ultra-short-term wind forecasting [15], and Kuremoto et al. [16], who used DNNs on the Competition on Artificial Time Series benchmark. In both applications, DNNs outperformed neural networks trained by backpropagation. Dalto capitalized on the work of Glorot and Bengio when designing his network and showed promising results [17]. Meanwhile, Kuremoto successfully used Kennedy’s particle swarm optimization in selecting their model parameters [18]. The work most similar to ours is Ryu et al., who found that two different types of examined DNNs performed better on short-term load forecasting of electricity than shallow neural networks and a double seasonal Holt-Winters model [19].

Other, more recent examples of work in this field include Kuo and Huang [20], who use a seven-layer convolutional neural network for forecasting energy demand with some success. Unfortunately, they do not use any weather information in their model which results in poor forecasting accuracy compared to those who do account for weather. Li et al. used a DNN combined with hourly consumption profile information to do hourly electricity demand forecasting [21]. Chen et al. used a deep residual network to do both point and probabilistic short-term load forecasting of natural gas [22]. Perhaps the most similar recent work to that which is presented in this paper is Hosein and Hosein, who compared a DNN without RBM pretraining to one with RBM pretraining on short-term load
forecasting of electricity. They found that the pretrained DNN performed better, especially as network size increased [23].

Given the successful results of these deep neural network architectures on similar problems, it is expected that DNNs will surpass ANNs in many regression problems, including the short-term load forecasting of natural gas. This paper explores the use of DNNs to model a natural gas system by comparing the performance of the DNN to various benchmark models and the current state-of-the-art models.

4. Artificial and Deep Neural Networks

This section provides an overview of ANNs and DNNs and how to train them to solve regression problems. An ANN is a network of nodes. Each node sums its inputs and then nonlinearly transforms them. Let \( x_i \) represent the \( i \)th input to the node of a neural network, \( w_i \) the weight of the \( i \)th input, \( b \) the bias term, \( n \) the number of inputs, and \( o \) the output of the node. Then

\[
o = \sigma \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i x_i + b \right),
\]

(4)

where

\[
\sigma(x) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-x}}.
\]

(5)

This type of neural network node is a sigmoid node. However other nonlinear transforms may be used. For regression problems, the final node of the network is typically a linear node where

\[
o = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i x_i + b.
\]

(6)

A network of nodes is illustrated in Figure 3 below for a feedforward ANN, whose outputs always connect to nodes further in the network. The arrows in Figure 3 indicate how the outputs of nodes in one layer connect to the inputs in the next layer. The visible nodes are labelled with a V. The hidden nodes are labelled with an Hx,y, where x indicates the layer number and y indicates the node number. The output node is labeled O.

![Figure 3. A feedforward ANN with four visible nodes, three nodes in the first hidden layer, two nodes in the second hidden layer, and a single node in the output layer.](image-url)
The ANN is trained using the backpropagation algorithm [24]. The backpropagation algorithm is run over all the training data. This is called an epoch. When training an ANN, many epochs are performed with a termination criterion such as a maximum number of epochs or the error falling below a threshold.

Next, we describe a DNN. A DNN is essentially an ANN with many hidden layers. The difference is in the training process. Rather than training the network using only the backpropagation algorithm, an initialization phase is done using the contrastive divergence algorithm [25,26]. The contrastive divergence algorithm is performed on a restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM). Figure 4 illustrates a RBM with four visible nodes and three hidden nodes. Important to note is that unlike the ANN, the arrows point in both directions. This is to indicate that the contrastive divergence algorithm updates the weights by propagating the error in both directions.

![Figure 3. A feedforward ANN with four visible nodes, three nodes in the first hidden layer, two nodes in the second hidden layer, and a single node in the output layer.](image)

![Figure 4. A restricted Boltzmann machine with four visible units and three hidden units. Note the similarity with a single layer of a neural network.](image)

Similar to an ANN, a RBM has bias terms. However, since the error is propagated in both directions there are two bias terms, \( b \) and \( c \). The visible and hidden nodes are calculated from one another [26]. Let \( v_i \) represent the \( i \)th visible node, \( w_i \) the weight of the \( i \)th visible node, \( c \) the bias term, \( n \) the number of visible nodes, and \( h \) the hidden node.

\[
h = \sigma \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i v_i + c \right),
\]

which can be rewritten in vector notation for all hidden units as

\[
h = \sigma (Wv + c).
\]

Similarly, the visible node can be calculated in terms of the hidden nodes. Let \( h_j \) represent the \( j \)th hidden node, \( w_j \) the weight of the \( j \)th hidden node, \( b \) the bias term, \( m \) the number of hidden nodes, and \( v \) the visible node. Then

\[
v = \sigma \left( \sum_{j=1}^{m} w_j h_j + b \right),
\]

which can be rewritten in vector notation for all visible units as

\[
v = \sigma (W^T h + b),
\]

where \( W^T \) is the transpose of \( W \).

Training a RBM is done in three phases as described in Algorithm 1 for training vector \( v_0 \) and a training rate \( \epsilon \). Algorithm 1 is performed on iterations (epochs) of all input vectors.
Algorithm 1: Training restricted Boltzmann machines using contrastive divergence

1 //Positive Phase
2 \( h_0 = \sigma (Wv_0 + c) \)
3 for each hidden unit \( h_0 \):
4 if \( h_0 > \text{rand}(0,1) \) // \( \text{rand}(0,1) \) represents a sample drawn from the uniform distribution
5 \( h_0 = 1 \)
6 else
7 \( h_0 = 0 \)
8 //Negative Phase
9 \( v_1 = \sigma (W^T h_0 + b) \)
10 for each visible units \( v_1 \):
11 if \( v_1 > \text{rand}(0,1) \)
12 \( v_1 = 1 \)
13 else
14 \( v_1 = 0 \)
15 //Update Phase
16 \( h_1 = \sigma (Wv_1 + c) \)
17 \( W = \varepsilon (h_0 v_0^T - h_1 v_1^T) \)
18 \( b = \varepsilon (h_0 - h_1) \)
19 \( c = \varepsilon (v_0 - v_1) \)

As can be seen in Figure 4, a trained RBM closely resembles a single layer of an ANN. We stack RBMs to form an ANN. First, RBM1 is trained based on our input data using Algorithm 1. Then, the entire input set is fed into the visible layer of a now fixed RBM1, and the outputs at the hidden layer are collected. These outputs are used as the inputs to train RBM2. This process is repeated after RBM2 is fully trained to generate the inputs for RBM3, and so on, as shown in Figure 5. This training is unsupervised, meaning that no target outputs are given to the model. It has information about the inputs and how they are related to one another, but the network is not able to solve any real problem yet.

Figure 5. Graphical representation of how RBMs are trained and stacked to function as an ANN.

The next step is training a DNN. Backpropagation is used to train the neural network to solve a particular problem. Since our problem is short-term load forecasting, natural gas load values are used
as target outputs, and a set of features such as temperature, wind speed, day of the week, and previous loads are used as the inputs. After the backpropagation training, the DNN functions identically to a large ANN.

5. Data

One common problem with training any type of neural network is that there is always some amount of randomness in the results [27]. This means that it is difficult to know whether a single trained model is performing well because the model parameters are good or because of randomness. Hanson and Salamon mitigated this problem using cross validation and an ensemble of similar neural networks [27]. They trained many models on the different parts of the same set of data so that they could test their models on multiple parts of the data.

This paper mitigates this problem by using data sets from 62 operating areas from local distribution companies around the United States. These operating areas come from many different geographical regions including the Southwest, the Midwest, West Coast, Northeast, and Southeast and thus represent a variety of climates. The data sets also include a variety of urban, suburban and rural areas. This diverse data set allows for broader conclusions to be made about the performance of the forecasting techniques.

For each of the 62 operating areas, several models are trained using at least 10 years of data for training and 1 year for testing. The inputs to these models are those discussed in Section 2. The natural gas flow is normalized using the method proposed by Brown et al. [28]. All the weather inputs in this experiment are observed weather as opposed to forecasted weather for the sake of simplicity.

6. Methods

This section discusses the models at the core of this paper. Four models are compared: a linear regression (LR) model [5], an ANN trained as described in Reference [26], and two DNNs trained as described in Section 3. The first DNN is a shallow neural network with the same size and shape as the ANN. The other DNN is much larger.

The ANN has two hidden layers of 12 and four nodes each and is trained using a Kalman filter-based algorithm [29]. The first DNN has the same architecture as the ANN but is pretrained using contrastive divergence. The purpose of using this model is to determine if the contrastive divergence algorithm can outperform the Kalman filter-based algorithm on these 62 data sets when all other variables are equal. Each RBM is trained for 1000 epochs, and 20 epochs of backpropagation are performed. Despite its small size, the contrastive divergence trained neural network is referred to as a DNN to simplify notation.

In addition to these models, which represent the state-of-the-art in short-term load forecasting of natural gas, a large DNN with hidden layers of 60, 60, 60, and 12 neurons, respectively, is studied. The purpose of this model is to show how much improvement can be made by using increasingly complex neural network architectures. All forecasting methods are provided with the same inputs to ensure a fair comparison.

7. Results

To evaluate the performance of the respective models, we considered several metrics to evaluate the performance of each model. The first of these is the root mean squared error:

$$\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} (\hat{s}(n) - s(n))^2},$$  

for a testing vector of length $N$, actual demand $s$, and forecasted demand $\hat{s}$. RMSE is a powerful metric for short-term load forecasting of natural gas because it naturally places more value on the
days with higher loads. These days are important, as they are when natural gas is the most expensive, which means that purchasing gas on the spot market or having bought too much gas can be costly. Unfortunately, RMSE is magnitude dependent, meaning that larger systems have larger RMSE if the percent error is constant, which makes it a poor metric for comparing the performance of a model across different systems.

Another common metric for evaluating forecasts is mean absolute percent error,

\[
MAPE = 100 \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{|\hat{s}(n) - s(n)|}{s(n)}. \tag{12}
\]

Unlike RMSE, MAPE is unitless and not dependent on the magnitude of the system. This means that it is more useful for comparing the performance of a method between operating areas. It does, however, put some emphasis on the lowest flow days, which, on top of being the least important days to forecast correctly, are often the easiest days to forecast. As such, MAPE is not the best metric for looking at the performance of the model across all the days in a year, but can be used to describe the performance on a subset of similar days.

The error metric used in this paper is weighted MAPE:

\[
WMAPE = 100 \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} |\hat{s}(n) - s(n)|}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} s(n)} \tag{13}
\]

This error metric does not emphasize the low flow and less important days while being unitless and independent of the magnitude of the system. This means that it is the most effective error metric for comparing the performance of our methods over the course of a full year.

The mean and standard deviation of the performance of each model over the 62 data sets are shown in Table 1. As expected, the DNN has a lower mean WMAPE than the linear regression and ANN forecasters, meaning that generally, the DNN performs better than the simpler models. Additionally, the large DNN marginally outperforms the small DNN in terms of WMAPE. Both results are shown to be statistically significant later in this section. In addition to the mean, the standard deviation of the performances of the two DNN architectures are smaller than that of the LR and ANN. This is an important result because it points to a more consistent performance across different areas as well as better performance overall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LR WMAPE</th>
<th>ANN WMAPE</th>
<th>DNN WMAPE</th>
<th>Large DNN WMAPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td>5.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simply stating the mean performance does not tell us much without looking at the differences in performance for each of the 62 areas individually, which is shown succinctly in Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6a,b and Figure 7 are histograms of the difference in performance on all 62 areas of two forecasting methods. By presenting the results this way, we can visualize the general difference in performance for each of the 62 operating areas. Additionally, t-tests can be performed on the histograms to determine the statistical significance of the difference. Right-tailed t-tests were performed on the distributions in Figure 6a,b. The resulting p-values are $1.2 \times 10^{-7}$ and $6.4 \times 10^{-4}$, respectively, meaning that the DNN performed better, in general, than the ANN or LR, and that the difference in performance is statistically significant in both cases.
This means that the Large DNN offers a statistically significant better performance over the 62 areas than the small DNN in terms of WMAPE. The distance from the center line is the difference in WMAPE. (b) The same as (a) but comparing the ANN to the DNN. One instance (at 10.1) in (b) is cut off to maintain consistent axes.

It is also interesting to consider that in some areas, the LR and ANN forecasters perform better than the DNN. This implies that in some cases, the simpler model is the better forecaster. It is also important to point out that of the 13 areas where the LR outperforms the DNN, only two have LR WMAPEs greater than 5.5, which means that the simple LR models are performing very well when compared to industry standards for short-term load forecasting of natural gas on those areas.

Figure 7 compares the performance of the two DNNs. As with the two distributions in Figure 6, a left-tailed t-test was performed on the histogram in Figure 7 resulting in a p-value of $9.8 \times 10^{-5}$. This means that the Large DNN offers a statistically significant better performance over the 62 areas than the small DNN. However, much like in the comparison between the DNN and other models, the small DNN performs better in some areas, which supports the earlier claim that complex models do not necessarily outperform simpler ones.

Figure 7. A comparison of the performance of all 62 models between the DNN and the Large DNN. Instances to the left of the center line are those for which the Large DNN performed better, while those on the right are areas where the DNN performs better. The distance from the center line is the difference in WMAPE.

8. Conclusions

We conclude that DNNs can be better short-term load forecasters than LR and ANNs. On average, over the 62 operating areas examined, a DNN outperformed an otherwise identical ANN at short-term load forecasting of natural gas, and a larger DNN offered even greater performance. However,
these improvements to the performance are not present for all 62 operating areas. For some, even the much simpler linear regression model is shown to perform better than the DNN. For this reason, it is concluded that, although the DNN is a powerful option that in general will perform better than simpler forecasting techniques, it may not do so for every operating area. Therefore, DNNs can be used as a tool in short-term load forecasting of natural gas, but multiple other forecasting methods should be considered as well.
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Nomenclature

- $b$: bias term of a neural network node
- $c$: the bias term of a restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM)
- CDD: cooling degree days
- DPT: dew point
- Dth: dekatherm
- $h$: vector of hidden nodes of a RBM
- HDD: heating degree days
- $h_j$: $j^{th}$ hidden node of a RBM
- MAPE: mean absolute error
- $o$: output of a neural network node
- RMSE: root mean square error
- $s$: natural gas demand
- $T$: temperature in degrees Fahrenheit
- $T_{ref}$: reference temperature for HDD and CDD
- $v$: vector of visible nodes of a RBM
- $v_i$: $i^{th}$ visible node of a RBM
- $W$: weight matrix of a neural network
- $w_i$: weight of the $i^{th}$ input of a neural network node
- WMAPE: weighted mean absolute percentage error
- $x_i$: $i^{th}$ input to the node of a neural network
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